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Fig. 1. Outlines of the lunar basins consideredin this study. The labeled lines indicate the locations of cross sections
discussed in text.

data have been constructed

for a number

of individual

basins

[e.g., Bowin et al., 1975; Sjogrenand Smith, 1976; Phillips and
Dvorak, 1981; Janle, 1981a, b]. Most of thesemodels,however, were developedunder dissimilar setsof assumptionsand
constraints,thus hinderinga comparisonof the infe..rred
structures beneathdifferent basins.Also, the interpretationof gravity data over a singlebasin requiresthat the investigatormake
subjective judgements about regional trends in the gravity
data arising from structures outside the area of interest or
occurringover wavelengthsgreater than the scaleof the basin.
In contrast, global models for lunar crustal structure [Wood,
1973; Bills and Ferrari, 1977a; Thurber and Solomon, 1978]
calculatedunder uniform setsof constraintsand assumptions
permit an internally consistentassessmentof structural variability on a regionalscale.Theseglobal modelswere developed
to addresscrustal structure at scalesgreater than the dimensionsof most lunar basins,however, and with the exceptionof
the study of Thurber and Solomon[1978], none considered
mare basalt as a significantcontributor to the observedgravity field.
In this paper we determinemodelsfor the crustal structure
in the vicinity of nine impact basins on the lunar nearside
(Figure 1). The models are derived as part of a simultaneous
inversion of nearsidegravity and topographicdata, using a
proceduresimilar to that of Thurber and Solomon[1978]. The

modelsincludea low-densitynonmarecrustallayer and a
mare basalt layer, both of variable thickness. The contri-

butionsof Moho relief and mare basaltto the observedgravity anomaliesare separatedwith the assumptionsthat basin
topography was isostatically compensated prior to mare

beneath the largest lunar basins,we derive new bounds on the
volume of material ejectedfrom each basin, and we evaluate

the implicationsof structuraldifferences
amongbasinsfor the
processes
of basin formation and modification as functionsof
time on the moon.
PROCEDURE

To determine the crustal structure in the vicinity of lunar
basins,we perform a simultaneousinversionof gravity and
topographyfor the low-latitude portion of the lunar nearside,
followinga proceduresimilar to that of Thurber and Solomon
[1978]. The moon is divided into a grid of blocks, each
5øx 5ø in horizontal extent (Figure 2). These block dimensions represent the approximate limits of resolution of the
available gravity data, as discussedfurther below. The disturbing gravitational potential at any point over the nearside
can be approximated as the sum of the potentials due to the
distribution

of anomalous

mass within

each block.

In

this

sectionwe describethe adopted procedure for calculation of
gravity anomalies,as a forward problem, given a distribution
of topography or anomalousmassthat is uniform within each
block. We then discussthe constrainingassumptionsthat we
have chosento make the inverseproblemwell posed.Finally,
we describean iterative, linearizedinversionprocedureto determine the crustal structure within each block from gravity
and topography,subjectto the adoptedconstraints.
Computationof Gravity Anomalies

In previousanalysesof the gravity anomaly fieldsof planets
using spherical shell segments[Morrison, 1976; Thurber and
basaltfill and that crustalsubsidence
in response
to loading Solomon,1978], contributionsto the anomalousmass within
each segment have been approximated by uniform surface
by mare basaltsmay be neglected.These assumptionslead to
minimum valuesfor mare basalt thicknesses[Thurber and Sol- masses located at a constant radius from the center of the
omon, 1978], but becauseof a similarity in density of mare planet. While this method simplifiesthe computation of the
basaltsand mantle material, the thicknessof the low-density gravitational potential, it may provide a poor approximation
nonmare crust may be reliably estimated.An important con- to the actual potential when the thickness of the block is
straint is that the thickness of the nonmare crust in the vicinsimilar in magnitude to the distance between the block and
ity of the Apollo 12 and 14 landing sitesis known from seis- the observationpoint.
As an improved approximation, we representcontributions
mic refraction measurements[Toksoz et al., 1974]. On the
basisof the nearsidecrustalmodel we comparethe structure to the anomalous mass within a spherical shell segment as

